YOUR CHILD WILL PERFORM THEIR BEST
BY PRACTICING WITH SMARTMUSIC AT HOME
SmartMusic is a subscription-based interactive learning software for music education, offering access
to the largest repertoire library with accompaniment in the world. Your child will be motivated to practice
longer, and more often, by using the included:

60+ method books

3,750+ ensembles titles

Free iPad® app

4,000+ solo titles

600 sight reading exercises

Metronome

50,000 skill building exercises

New titles added monthly

Tuner

A year’s subscription to SmartMusic is only $40
“Students are really excited about learning music when
SmartMusic is involved. It is one of the most engaging,
efficient, and versatile music teaching tools out there.”
AsaBurk, Director of Bands, Cross Timbers Middle School, Grapevine, TX

“Empowering. I have a sense
of accomplishment, and I’m
playing with a purpose.”
Matt, high school student

“I like practicing with
accompaniment. It’s
not boring.”

Sara, middle school student

practice anywhere, anytime

SMARTMUSIC IS PRACTICE TRANSFORMED
Instant Feedback

Guided Learning

•
•
•
•

• Guides what students practice at home through teacher
issued assignments
• Provides tempo adjustment to master difficult sections
• Helps students perfect skills by creating practice loops
• Displays a fingering chart by clicking on any note

Evaluates and documents your child’s performance
Shows correct notes and rhythms in green
Displays areas for improvement in red
Provides a score based on correct notes and rhythms

Recorded Performances

Microphone

• Records your child’s performance for review by his or
her teacher
• Allows sharing of recordings with other family members
• Tracks practice time
• Used for auditions

• SmartMusic microphones are developed and tested to
accurately capture your child’s performance
• Offers the highest performing microphone at the lowest
possible price [starting at $19.95]
• Microphone not needed for iPad users

Built-in metronome
Built-in tuner
Hear My Part and
Accompaniments

Change the tempo and loop
difficult sections to master
technical challenges

Assessment score
Green notes are correct
Click on a note to see a chart
showing the correct fingering

Red notes are early, late,
or have the wrong pitch

GUIDED PRACTICE, INSTANT FEEDBACK

ONE
Teachers create assignments that
are displayed on their student’s
home screen. Due dates and other
assignment requirements are
also described.

TWO
Students practice the assigned
material and then submit their
best recording for a grade. These
recordings are saved and can be
reviewed at any time.

THREE
With SmartMusic it is very clear
why your child earned their grade.
Achievement is now in their hands,
and you are able to monitor their
progress at any time.

SmartMusic gives your child the necessary tools to play their best.
Plus, their subscription works on any computer or iPad (iPad 2 or later).
Get your child started with SmartMusic for only $40 per year!
PURCHASE TODAY AT WWW.SMARTMUSIC.COM/STUDENTS.

